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Federal scoring code

x x

x x

x

E5

B
53

SF
O7

Sacrifice-fly or hit when 
playing another runner with 
out

Error on sacrifice-hit

Error on sacrifice-hit
with assistSH

5E3

SH
E1T

GDP
64

SF
8

KSx
FC25

Sacrifice-fly or hit when 
playing another runner 
without out

SH
FC15

  A3

Catcher interference
on batter

FC on SO when playing 
another runner with out
+ Nbr K per pitcher

KSx
O2

BK/IP

Fielding choice on 
indifference steal with fewer 
than 2 out

Error on stealing
with assist
Nr SO batter at bat

E5F

Decisive error
F = fly, T = throw, P = pop

E6T

Runner is called save 
after a call out

   96

T95

(x)

Defence obstruction

Stolen base
Nr SO batter at bat

Sacrifice-fly
FSF if foul territory

FC with throw on a another 
base without out.
95 is the position

FC with throw  on a another 
base without out
x = fielder take choice

BB

9

IFF
6

  PO
  13

Put-out on same play

x

x

x

Out on appeal play

Caught-stealing

Bunt without Sacrifice-hit

Error on strike-out
with assist
+ Nbr K per pitcher

Strike-out
with put-out and assist
+ Nbr K per pitcher

OBR
2

Put-out in foul territory
FF = fly       FP = pop
FL = line-drive

53

FF6

F6

Batter refuses to touch first 
base

OBR
2

1

2

Put-out with more assists

Strike-out
S = Swing, L = Looking
+ Nbr K per pitcher

KS

Put-out
F = fly      P = pop
L = line-drive

Batter interference

Batter out off turn

6

9

Single hit with direction OBR
2

Illegal batting

Foul bunting for 3 strike
+ Nbr K per Pitcher

Batter touched by his ball

TB

12

Batting order error
(Lost Turn)LT

E3

KSx
PB

Batter safe by passed ball
(no error)
+ Nbr K per pitcher

Error on strike-out with
progress to second base
+ Nbr K per pitcher

7

Double hit with direction

Triple hit with direction

Batter safe by wild pitch
(no error)
+ Nbr K per pitcher

KSx
WP

KSx
E2T

Balk for the catcher

FC when playing another 
runner without out and errorFC

54

CS
  2E4

IBBx

Ob4

FC when playing another 
runner with out 

HP

HR8

BBx

Intentional base-on-balls
+ Nbr IBB per pitcher

2

Hit by pitch

FC on SO when playing 
another runner without out
+ Nbr K per pitcher

Error on sacrifice-fly
if runner could not score
without this error

KSx
2E3

SF
E7F

KS
23

Intentional base-on-balls
+ Nbr IBB per pitcher

Homerun with direction
IHR for insidepark

SB

PB

INT

e5

Advanced on the same
error

BK2

O6

Runner passed another
runner
X = fielder nearest passing

No batter up

Error with more assists

SH
53

Infield Fly caught

14

Pick-off
Nr SO batter at bat

OBR
K

OBR
2

OBR
2

Out on double play
Only for the batter-runner

3

4

5

6

Sacrifice-hit (bunt)

Batter refuses to touch 
home for winning run

OBR
2

Infield fly not caught
X = fielder nearest the ball

OBR
X

7

8

CS
24

Put-out with assist

146

11

13

Interference with a fielder
X = fielder interfering

OBR
X

OBR
X

OBR
X

Runner runs in reverse
direction
X = fielder nearest the base

Runner is touched
by batted fair-ball
X = fielder nearest the ball

OBR
X

Running out of line
Assist / Put-out is possible
X = fielder nearest out of line

10

9

OBR
X

Fielding choice whitout RBI 
on double play
x = batter-runner outx

Tie-Break on extra inning

Wild pitch by pitcher
Nr SO batter at bat

Advance error, no 
progression if no error

Batter out for interference
by a another runner

OBR
3

O/x

O/2

Passed ball (by catcher)
Nr SO batter at bat

Defensive indifference or 
second double steal
x = fielder indifferent

15

Softball
Base leave too early

OBR
3

Batter stays at bat after 
error in foul territory

76E4

WP

Baseball: Balk by the pitcher
Softball: IP for illegal pitch

x


